January can be a very grey month, it's dark,
damp and cold, so we wanted to have a bit of fun
with a colourful booklist. The books are very
varied, but all have a colour in the title.

Rainbow Reads

The Green Road
by Anne Enright

Pink Mist
by Owen Sheers

Ruby
by Cynthia Bond

Rosaleen’s adult children
return home to Ireland for
one last Christmas before
their childhood home is
sold.

A verse-drama about three
young soldiers from Bristol
who are deployed to
Afghanistan.

Voodoo, faith and racism
converge in an East Texas
town, where a man has to
choose between the sister who
raised him and the woman he
has loved since he was a boy.

Indigo Donut by Patrice
Lawrence

Nabokov’s Favorite Word is
Mauve by Ben Blatt

Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie

Two very different young
people discover who loves
them, and who they can
love back.

An exploration of what the
numbers can reveal about
literature’s classics, number
one bestsellers and our own
writing.

When Nigeria begins to fall
apart under a military coup,
Kambili is sent away where she
discovers a life away from her
father.
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The White Book
by Han King

The Orange Grove by Larry
Tremblay

Silver Bay
by Jojo Moyes

A stunning meditation on
the colour white; about
light, about death and
about ritual.

Twins brothers Amed and Aziz
live in the peaceful shade of
their family’s orange grove.
But when a bomb kills their
grandparents, they become
pawns in the country’s civil
war.

Liza thinks that Silver Bay
can offer the freedom and
safety she craves, until Mike
arrives and the peace is
shattered.

Yellow Dog by Martin
Amis

The Mirror World of Melody
Black by Gavin Extence

Gold
by Chris Cleave

When ‘dream husband’
Xan Meo is attacked he
suffers a head injury and
a personality change,
becoming an antihusband and anti-father.

When Abby discovers her
neighbour dead, she can’t
shake the feeling that if she
hadn’t gone to his flat, none
of what happened next would
have happened.

A story of the extraordinary
effort and dedication that go
into the pursuit of victors as
two friends compete in
sports.
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Bluebird, Bluebird by Attica
Locke

Red Dust Road
by Jackie Kay

In a place where time has
forgotten, two murders stir
up a hornet’s nest of
resentment.

The discovery that inheritance
is about much more than
genes, that we are shaped by
songs as much as by cells,
and that what triumphs,
ultimately, is love.
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